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/1. Introduction
1. Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to outline some of the problems encountered and lessons learned by the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development from its appraisal of and lending for electric power projects in less developed countries.

All through this paper the reader should bear in mind that the approach of the Bank to the appraisal of electric power projects differs in many respects from that of other lending institutions, because of its particular nature, purpose, and methods of financing.

Very broadly the main purpose of the Bank is (i) to assist member countries in their economic development by facilitating the investment of capital for production purposes; and (ii) to promote private foreign investment by means of guarantees or participations in loans, and when private capital is not available on reasonable terms, to supplement private investment on suitable conditions.

These provisions require the Bank both to be broader in its approach to the appraisal of projects than private investors, and to be more flexible in its criteria. Specifically, the Bank has interpreted the broad definition of its purpose to mean that it should not only be concerned with the capacity of the prospective guarantor to pay interest and principal, but that the projects should be technically and economically sound in the widest sense. Thus the Bank's appraisal of a project is directed to the following basic questions:

(i) Does the project belong to a high priority sector of the economy, and has it high priority within that sector?

(ii) Is it properly planned in terms of type, size, and schedule?

(iii) Are the design, drafting of specifications and contracts, and supervision of construction in competent hands?

(iv) Are the methods and procedures for the placing of the equipment and construction contracts suitable?

(v) Are the arrangements and staff for the future operation and maintenance of the project adequate?

The views expressed are those of the writer and not necessarily of the International Bank.
(vi) Is the financing plan satisfactory both in the sense that it would assure all the funds necessary for construction, that it would result in a satisfactory financial structure, and that it would yield an adequate return?

In the experience of the Bank there are within these broad questions certain specific aspects, outlined below, which in the planning of electric power projects in less developed countries are often particularly difficult to deal with.

2. Forecast of the power market

A forecast of the size and character of the power market, on which the planning of new power facilities has to be based in the first instance, is always more difficult to establish in an under-developed area than in a developed area.

For a public utility in a developed area the point of departure usually is an already high level of consumption, large existing facilities and detailed statistics. The future residential demand can usually be predicted for several years quite accurately on the basis of recent trends, and of analyses of such new developments as the use of electricity for airconditioning, heating or cooking. Some utilities have actually established for their areas fairly reliable correlations between the growth of income per capita and the growth of electric power consumption per capita. Such data supplemented by a study of population trends and movements in or out of the area, together with a study of the trend in industrial development, usually provide an adequate basis for forecasting the power market. And in a sense a utility in a developed area can more easily "afford" an error in its forecasts, than one in an underdeveloped area, because in case it should find itself with a temporary shortage or excess, it can often correct this condition at least in part, by exchange arrangements with interconnected neighboring utilities.

The planners for under-developed areas usually find themselves in a very different position. Consumption of electric power is low, the existing facilities
existing facilities are small and rudimentary, and statistical data are often incomplete or otherwise unsuitable for forecasting. Sometimes there is a substantial unsatisfied backlog of demand due to shortage of capacity which is difficult to determine exactly (especially if, as a consequence, industrial consumers have built their own plants that may or may not be continued in operation when more reliable public power becomes available).

In such situations the planners are often tempted to resort to shortcuts, such as using recent rates of growth of total demand or average consumption per capita of "comparable areas". The fallacy of the first techniques is that the different sectors of consumers invariably have different rates of growth, and the fallacy of the latter is, of course, that there are no comparable areas. Such market forecasts can be very far off the mark in either direction.

There are no general solutions to this question, or even general trends. For each area the market analysis has to be adapted to the characteristics of that area and the forecast has to be built up from the forecasts of the peak load and of the consumption of each major sector of consumers. In cases where the basic data are so uncertain that the forecasts have a large inherent margin of error, it is preferable to establish upper and lower limits for both the future peakload and the consumption, and to plan the size, type and timing of new generating facilities accordingly.

The following briefly covers the residential and industrial sector which as a rule make up the bulk of the market.

(a) The residential sector

The forecast for the residential sector has often at least a starting point based on some statistical data. If there is a backlog of unsatisfied demand, the pending applications for new connections might give a clue, but its total amount is almost always a rough guess. The projection of the growth of demand is the most difficult part. In some countries the residential use is still definitely limited because the income of many households has not yet
not yet reached a level where they can afford an electric power connexion. The subsequent growth of consumption of a household will also depend on the growth of its income. One way to arrive at a forecast of the market, or at least to check existing forecasts, is, therefore, to establish (i) the level of income above which a family can afford the initial installation (and the size of that initial installation); (ii) the number of families that are already above that level and that will reach that level every year; and (iii) the correlation between growth of family income and growth of electric power consumption per family. Some of these data may have to be rather roughly estimated, and may have rather large margins of error, but at least the approach is rational.

(b) The industrial sector

The forecast for the industrial sector is usually much more difficult and has to be based even more on the particular circumstances. In some cases there are firm power contracts or definite industrial programs, but in others there is not much more than an expectation that "plenty of cheap power" will in itself become such a magnet that rapid industrialization is bound to follow. This is a very misleading generalization, because the cost of power has very little to do with the rate of industrialization except for power-intensive industries. Power-intensive industries can, however, only be attracted through special long-term contracts, which means that for all practical purposes the power and industrial aspects have to be planned jointly. For all other industries the cost of power represents only 1 to 2 per cent of total production costs and is thus only a minor factor in determining its location, as compared for instance to the cost and availability of labour and raw materials, the availability of power, the size and distance of the markets, transport facilities, etc., and last but by no means least the availability of capita.

The forecast of power demand of the industrial sector has to be based, therefore, in the first instance on a forecast of the industrial development of the area that takes all the above factors into account.
3. Size, type and timing of new plant

Apart from the forecasts of load and consumption, proper planning also requires adequate engineering data such as stream flow for reasonable periods of time, subsoil explorations and geological studies, comparison of alternative designs of dams and power houses, up-to-date information on the cost of equipment on different types of plants, wage rates, prices of materials, the source, price and transportation cost of fuels, and many others. These aspects of planning are covered in detail in textbooks and technical publications.

This paper deals only with one aspect of planning, namely the study of alternatives to determine the most economical size, type and timing of the new plant. In the experience of the Bank, studies of this type are not being made often enough in the programming of electric power facilities in under-developed areas. A utility always has some choice of expanding its facilities through new plants or new units of either different size, type or timing. What is the most economical solution can as a rule only be determined by a series of comparisons of long-range programs of installations that would supply the same power market with the same dependability and reserve capacity. All too often the planning consists of "justifying" a particular project instead of determining first the needs in terms of the power market, and then the most economical solution for meeting that need, by comparing various alternatives.

The first question to be resolved in such comparative studies is the basis on which to compare the various solutions. Different planners prefer quite different bases such as the cost per kW installed, or the cost per kWh sold, or the return on the additional investment of say a hydro project compared to a thermal project. None of these is, however, completely satisfactory, because each compares different plants or programs only at one given point in time, such as at the start of operation of say the first unit or the first plant, and does not take into account the fact that the first step in an expansion program as a rule affects very
much the following steps. For instance a first plant on a river may involve reservoir capacity for a number of further plants below, and thereby reduce their costs, which should somehow be taken into account in the comparisons. In other words the above yardsticks do not take into account the costs of investment plus operation of one programme as compared to another over a period of time.

A yardstick which does take this into account is the "present worth" of the total cost of meeting the system load, i.e. the cost of investment plus operation over a period of time. (The "present worth" or "discounted worth" of an investment or expense to be made say x years hence, is the amount which, if invested at the present date and at a given interest rate, would at the end of the x years accrue to the amount of that investment or expense). This technique is increasingly used by large industrial concerns in comparing alternative investment opportunities.

In practice the application of this "present worth" yardstick has its problems and limitations because the basic data are often difficult to establish.

The most serious problems usually is to make the programs truly comparable in terms of dependability and reserve capacity. This applies particularly to comparisons of hydro and thermal projects where the streamflow of the hydro project is subject to great variations. In such cases the amount of dependable capacity that the hydro project furnishes in extreme low-water periods is important and very much subject to individual judgment. This particular problem becomes all the more difficult where the available streamflow data cover only a few years and where it is, therefore, impossible to estimate the frequency, quantity and duration of extremely low flows.

The second most difficult problem is to prepare estimates of the capital investment and operating costs for each alternative program. There is general agreement that the basis should always be present-day wages and price levels (although some adjustment may have to be made for foreign exchange costs). The problem is mostly
one of: (i) determining the proper amount of construction contingency funds, which is especially important in the case of hydro projects and should be commensurate to the accuracy of the basic engineering data and the stage of the engineering and design; and (ii) estimating the trends of the efficiency of successive thermal plants.

The third problem is to choose the period of comparison. It should always be long enough to bring out the relative useful lives of the plants being compared. Projections of load and investment over such long periods become somewhat speculative, but in practice this is not too serious a problem, because at the rather high rates of interest applicable in underdeveloped countries the present worth factors drop off quite rapidly and an error in judgment as to the development ten or twenty years hence will affect the total present worth only slightly.

The last major problem is to choose the interest rate at which to calculate the present worth. There is general agreement that it should be the cost of money for this type of project in the country concerned (which is not necessarily the cost of money to the enterprise). Individual views on that figure may, however, differ by several percent, which considerably affects the total present worth. The higher the interest the more the thermal alternative is favored, because hydro projects always require a larger initial investment.

The result of these "present worth" comparisons should, of course, always be interpreted with a good deal of care. Above all one has to keep in mind the margin of error of the assumptions and consequently of the present worths. Where the total present worths are reasonably close, other considerations will decide the final choice of the program, such as for instance the amount of the initial investment, the construction schedule, operating characteristics of the various plants, possible changes in load factor etc. Furthermore, such studies do not settle the problem "once and for all" but have to be reviewed before the next step in a program is decided upon.

/Despite all
Despite all the difficulties and limitations described above, the method of comparing present worth is a very valuable tool of analysis. It is the only method which recognizes the time value of money and which correctly accounts for different amounts of investments made at different times. An additional benefit is that this process of comparison makes the planners cost conscious, and that it focuses their attention on many technical and financial aspects of a project or a program that would otherwise be overlooked.

4. A few problems of execution and operation of plants

Certain problems regarding the execution and operation of electric power plants, again not necessarily peculiar to less developed areas, also frequently cause concern in Bank financed projects.

(a) Engineering and supervision

The first of these is in the adequacy of the engineering and supervision of construction. Often these are inadequate for two principal reasons. One is that sometimes officials in charge are not fully aware of the mistakes that can be made in engineering and supervision, and how costly the consequences are, and thus they do not appreciate the risks that they are taking with inexperienced staff. The other cause is that all the under-developed countries are short of engineers, and that proper planning and engineering, therefore, means obtaining these services from abroad. This is sometimes objected to out of short-sighted feeling of national pride, but always, of course, because of the high cost. Experience is, however, gradually convincing these officials that such costs are always repaid several times over by economies and gains in quality and time.

Many under-developed countries could, however, get much more out of the services of foreign consultants by exercising more care in the basis and manner of their selection, and in the use made of them. The first step towards employing consultants should always be a very complete description of the functions that the consultant is expected to perform, and of his responsibilities. If there are engineers or engineering firms...
available in the country the ideal solution is for the foreign consultant to join forces with them, in order to train them and at the same time minimize foreign currency expenditures. The second step should be careful selection as regards competence for the particular job, not only by full inquiry into the experience and references of the firms, but also of the particular individuals that would be assigned to the job. Through a process of elimination this should lead to a list of maybe three to five firms from which the final choice is to be made. But all too often that final choice is still made on the basis of some sort of bidding on a total fixed cost. This is misleading because neither in cost nor quality can the bids ever be comparable, as evidenced by the fact that these "bids" by equally reputable firms often differ in proportion of one to four or more. In the experience of the Bank a more suitable basis for awarding consultant contracts is in most cases the "cost plus fixed fee" basis. The fee and the other cost elements of the few firms to which the choice has been narrowed will of course have to be compared, but the emphasis in the final choice should always be on the competence of the firm.

Quite often it is either not possible or not desirable to delegate all responsibilities to the consultant. In these cases it is equally important for the owner to appoint a competent organization and staff of his own, and to give to its different levels clearly defined authority for making promptly the many necessary decisions.

(b) Award of contracts for construction and equipment

In most member countries of the Bank, the civil works are carried out, and certainly the mechanical and electrical equipment supplied, under contract with construction firms and manufacturers.

There are widely different viewpoints among agencies in charge of construction as to which type of contract is best suited for a given service or purchase, and as to which basis of award (bidding vs. negotiation) serves best the interests of the executing agency. Most of these questions again do not lend themselves to general answers, and for lack of space it is impossible to treat in this paper the many different circumstances
different circumstances and solutions. But there are a few almost elementary rules that would in the experience of the Bank result in better contracts and greatly reduce the related controversy.

As regards the type of contract, especially for the civil works, the most important point again is that the executing agency maintain either its own staff or retain consultants that are thoroughly experienced in the different types, and understand the construction and legal practices of the country concerned, so that they can draw up the necessary specifications and documents that best suit the particular job and local circumstances. Whether it is the fixed-unit-price, the cost-plus-fixed-fee or the turn-key type, the drafting of the contract and its administration are as important as the choice of the type. Whenever wages and prices are reasonably stable and the conditions and designs of a project well defined, the fixed unit price contract is, however, on balance the most suitable.

As regards the basis of award, international competitive bidding still is the most suitable. This is especially true because in the last few years the trends in the cost of equipment and construction have changed and because new manufacturers and contractors have entered the field. Award of large contracts by negotiation, no matter how skillful the negotiator, always leaves a serious doubt whether the final terms and prices are the best that could have been obtained. In addition negotiation has the serious disadvantage that it often leaves a doubt in the mind of the public, whose interests are always directly or indirectly at stake in the award of contracts by a public utility, whether there had not been any improprieties. Doubts of this kind needlessly impair the public trust in the executing agency and in the supervisory apparatus of the Government.

The two drawbacks most often mentioned by critics of competitive bidding, namely that it is time consuming and that it tends to give the award to the lowest bidder regardless of qualification, can quite easily be avoided. The time required need not handicap the progress of work if the executing agency invites the bids at the proper time; and the second
drawback can often be eliminated by a careful pre-qualification of the firms to be invited, plus the requirement that the agency in charge of the award take all aspects, including price, into account. If the agency in charge can establish a tradition of honesty and good judgment in this regard, its decisions will be accepted with much less controversy.

More recently many executing agencies have requested the bidders to submit with the bids an offer for financing. In the experience of the Bank this procedure is hardly ever in the best interest of the executing agency, not only because such suppliers' credits are not sound financing on account of their usually short terms, but also because this procedure drastically limits the number of bids and eliminates many which might very well be attractive on all other counts. Second, it makes it very difficult to compare offers because of the variety of the financing terms. Third, this procedure often results in expensive financing. This may not be obvious because the stated interest rate is low, but the supplier may well include in his base price a substantial amount for financing costs and risks.

(c) Operation and maintenance

The problems of operation and maintenance of power plants in under-developed countries are not much different from those in the developed ones. But the responsible officials are sometimes not aware that, as their systems grow, it becomes more and more important to review the operating rules of reservoirs and plants, the systems of load dispatching, the programs of inspection and overhaul and many other aspects that are essential for proper operation and maintenance. As many utilities in less developed areas lack experienced staff to do so, this can only be remedied by outside advice in both the methods and procedures of operation and maintenance, and by adequate training programs for local personnel.

Much of the efficiency and of the steady, well-planned growth of the public utilities in developed countries can be attributed to the continuity of its top staff. However, the efficiency of operation and maintenance of many Government-owned public utilities in under-developed countries often suffer under an additional handicap, namely frequent replacement of
replacement of the top personnel because of political changes or inadequate salaries. No other measures would contribute more to the competence of the management of these utilities than (i) removing them from politics; (ii) paying them adequately; and (iii) establishing a tradition of public service.

5. Financial aspects

(a) Background

The financing of electric power expansion is particularly challenging in the first instance because of the relentlessness of the growth in its demand, and because of the fact that there is no alternative for a country but to meet this growth if the economy itself is to grow at a balanced and healthy pace. This characteristic, plus the fact that it is a monopoly, sets the electric power sector apart from most other industrial sectors and makes it basically a public service rather than an industry.

The other outstanding aspect in financing electric power is the rate of growth of its demand, and what it means in terms of new capital required. In the more industrialized countries, with the exception of Russia, the rate of increase in demand has in recent years been 6 per cent to 8 per cent. In Russia and the less developed countries the rate of increase has been greater, reaching averages of 10 per cent to 15 per cent for several years and even more for shorter periods. A cumulative growth at the rate of 7 per cent means doubling of the installed capacity roughly every ten years.

According to statistics published by the United Nations the total generating capacity installed in public utilities (excluding industry-owned generating facilities) in Latin America was in 1958 about 12 million kilowatts, of which about 6.5 million was in thermal plants and 5.5 million in hydro plants. The cost of reproduction of these facilities at 1958 prices has been estimated at some US$ 3,500 to 4,000 million. Including the cost of transmission and distribution the total investment in the electric power sector amounted at that date to about twice as much. An amount of the same order of magnitude has to be invested again in the next seven to ten years, if the growth of demand during that period is to be adequately met.
The overwhelming problem is to mobilize these amounts of capital in addition to all the other needs of an economy. The methods, for providing capital differ widely from country to country, depending on their political and economic systems and the level of their economic development. The mechanisms and standards of financing in developed countries are also not necessarily applicable to less developed countries. This paper could not possibly cover the entire field of power financing and is, therefore, limited to the conditions of Latin America. Even so it cannot be more than a summary of the Bank's experience in this regard, and a statement of a few broad guidelines in a situation that is still in flux.

The countries of Latin America have, as have other areas, entrusted their power supply to either one or the other or both of the following basic types of institutions: i) Government-owned agencies, in most cases semi-autonomous, and in some others a department of the national Government or local administration; and ii) privately-owned corporations operating on the basis of a concession and under the jurisdiction of a national or local regulating agency.

Because of their different natures the two types of institutions have different problems when it comes to financing their expansion programs. But there is more similarity in their financing problem than one would expect on first thought, for the simple reason that both have to cope with the same handicap, namely the lack of a local capital market, or, if there is a market, its insufficiency to satisfy the needs of the electric power industry plus all other capital requirements. And it is not surprising that as a consequence the solution to this problem is about the same for both types of institutions, namely to have tariffs high enough to produce a surplus of cash from operations that will finance a substantial share of the cost of new plants. The following sections explore further the particular financing problems of these two types of institutions. Historically, the privately-owned corporation was the first on the scene, and it is, therefore, instructive to cover it first, although today it is definitely second in importance.
(b) **The problems of the privately-owned utility**

Nearly all privately-owned electric power utilities of Latin America were founded shortly before or after the first world war by foreign financing houses in the expectation of a good return on their investment. Two basic conditions encouraged this, namely:

i) complete freedom in the flow of capital to and from the underdeveloped countries; and ii) the lack of tariff regulations (or, if there were any, their liberal drafting and implementation).

These two conditions have gradually disappeared in most Latin American countries, and the remaining privately-owned utilities find themselves under severe restrictions as regards transfer of interest and capital, and often with very inadequate earnings. As a consequence they find it enormously difficult if not impossible to finance the expansion programs that are needed to keep up with the increase in demand of their areas.

What are the sources of capital of a privately-owned utility? Basically they are: (i) new share capital, (ii) new borrowings, and (iii) depreciation reserves and retained earnings. (As a matter of interest in the United States in recent years about 15 per cent to 20 per cent of the new capital expenditures of privately-owned power companies have come from new share capital, about 45 per cent to 50 per cent from new long-term borrowing, and about 35 per cent from depreciation reserves and retained earnings.)

In the final analysis a privately-owned utility can only successfully draw on these various sources to finance its expansion programs, if its revenues are sufficient to produce adequate net earnings per share and adequate debt-service coverage.

There is no easy general answer to the question of what net earnings and debt-service coverages are adequate to achieve this result. As regards earnings it is in the first instance a matter of definition (the "net" means the earnings after deduction of the obvious expenses such as operating, maintenance and administrative expenses, taxes and interest, and after adequate depreciation, where opinions can differ widely as
widely as to what is adequate), and secondly it is a matter of the actual amount or percentage, where again the answer depends on the particular case.

The retained earnings should always, together with the depreciation allowance, meet a substantial portion of the cost of the new investments. The debt-service coverage should be such that the utility can borrow from domestic and foreign lending institutions at reasonable terms. And finally, because internal generation of cash plus new borrowings cannot indefinitely cover all the needs of new investments, the amount of the earnings and the amount which is paid out in the form of dividends, has to be such that the utility can compete in the national and foreign financial markets for new share capital. A number of Bank loan agreements with privately-owned utilities include tariff covenants covering one or more of these points.

The above questions about adequacy of return and of debt-service coverage can be analyzed and treated in the abstract only up to a point. The final proof of the analysis is in a utility's success or failure in issuing new shares or bonds. Maybe the most effective way to illustrate this further is, therefore, to look at the example of an important privately-owned utility in Latin America which has recently obtained substantial new funds in the world financial market as described in Annex I.

It should be pointed out, however, that the possibility of raising funds in the world market is not just a matter of an "adequate" net earning and debt-service coverage at the time the financing is needed. Even more important is the attitude and tradition of a country or its responsible regulating agency towards the privately-owned utilities in general, and the record in the case of the particular utility in question. Unless there is a favorable atmosphere and prospect not only of fair treatment but encouragement of private capital investment, backed up by long experience with adequate tariffs, private capital will go to other more attractive sectors.
(c) The problems of the Government-owned utility

Most of the Government-owned public utilities of Latin America were created because the privately-owned utilities, which were founded first, were unable, mostly for the reasons given in the previous chapter, to finance the expansion of facilities which the economic growth demanded. In some cases an additional reason was the pressing need for rural electrification which could not pay for itself in a commercial sense. Finally there was the political pressure on many Governments to enter the public utility sector because of the belief that they could fulfil these functions more efficiently and economically.

The principal source of finance of these Government-owned utilities are appropriations from the national budget and the proceeds from special taxes. These utilities usually do not pay any interest or dividend on these funds. In addition they have, of course, new borrowings, depreciation reserves and retained earnings available as sources of financing new investment, just as do the privately-owned utilities. New borrowings are as a rule more easily obtainable by the Government-owned utilities than by those privately-owned, because the former can usually borrow with Government guarantee.

Many of the Government-owned utilities have by now grown to impressive size. In some countries they have a monopoly on power generation, and in others privately-owned utilities continue to co-exist with them.

These Government-owned utilities face, however, in large degree the same difficulties in financing their expansion as those which are privately-owned, because: (i) the capital needs of these programs are far greater than the amount of appropriations that the budgets can allocate to this purpose, and (ii) the capacity to borrow locally and abroad is also limited even with Government guarantee, on account of the size of the debt-service and the Government's own creditworthiness.

There is again in the final analysis only one way for the Government-owned utilities to finance their expansion programs, and that is for the revenues to be sufficient to: (i) cover all operating, maintenance and administrative expenses, taxes, interest and adequate depreciation; and /(ii) create
(ii) create a surplus that will provide for the repayment of loans to the extent that it is not covered by depreciation, and in addition provide for a reasonable part of the cost of new investments. A number of Bank loan agreements with Government-owned utilities include tariff covenants to that effect.

Just as in the case of the privately-owned utilities it is difficult to give a general answer as to what is the level of net earnings that will permit the utility to obtain funds in the world market, it is equally difficult in the case of Government-owned utilities to say what is a "reasonable" part of the cost of future expansion. With the Government's total revenues always far short of the total demand for them, the choice often reduces itself to either curtailing Government outlays in other sectors or financing more of the electric power programs from internal generation of cash (the only other alternative being to finance by inflationary means which is no real solution). It is interesting to note in this connexion how large a portion of this investment is financed from internal sources by public utilities owned by the national or local governments in developed countries, where credits are more easily available. In the United States the Department of Water and Power of the City of Los Angeles and the Puerto Rico Water Resources Board, and in England the Electricity Council are already providing through depreciation and retained earnings some 40 per cent to 50 per cent of their new capital expenditures, and are planning to continue to do so.

Annex II shows the application and source of funds of several large Government-owned public utilities in Latin America which have recently obtained large loans in the world financial market. These situations are not to be taken as ideal, but they give an indication of actual order of magnitude of amounts involved and especially certain ratios of sources of funds.

In conclusion a word about the mechanism by which the tariffs of Government-owned utilities are set and adjusted. In a number of countries the Tariff Commission still has jurisdiction in this regard, just as for the privately-owned
privately-owned public utilities. As both the utilities and the commission are Government agencies, this is really quite unnecessary and usually only complicates and delays tariff adjustments. From the viewpoint of promptness of adjustments and ability to incur new debt, it is much more desirable to make the Government-owned public utilities entirely autonomous in the matter of tariffs, as they are in most developed countries.

(d) Some general comments and conclusions

From the preceding chapters two conclusions stand out above all others, namely that: (i) the amount of capital required annually for the expansion of electric power facilities will continue to be very large and become increasingly larger during the coming years, and (ii) the most effective and often the only basis for financing these expansions, regardless as to whether the utility is publicly or privately-owned, is to produce a cash surplus from operations that will cover a substantial part of the new investments.

Some under-developed countries in Latin America and elsewhere have come to these same conclusions in recent years and have passed legislation that spells out in considerable detail what the tariffs should cover, and that provides also for automatic or at least annual adjustment. In the light of past experience with the slowness of action by the Tariff Commissions, this procedural provision of making the tariff adjustments automatic or periodical, subject to subsequent review (and revision if need be) by the Tariff Commissions, is almost as important as spelling out what the tariffs should cover.

The consequence of adopting the above concepts means, of course, in many instances higher tariffs and the arguments are often made that this will prohibit industrialization and is socially undesirable.

The first argument is incorrect altogether. As stated before, the cost of electric energy represents in most industries only 1 per cent to 2 per cent, and whether an industry will establish itself in a certain location depends much more on a number of other factors, previously listed. And if it is a question whether a power-intensive industry such as say aluminum will establish itself in a certain location or not, the industrial and the power development usually have to be planned and appraised jointly, and the economics established for the combined undertaking.

/The social
The social consequences, i.e. the effect on the cost of living of the small household, is often much exaggerated. In the last few years the cost of power for the residential user has in most countries increased less than almost anything else, and is a small fraction only of the total cost of living. Furthermore, the residential consumption represents in Latin American countries as a rule only a relatively small portion of the total consumption, so that there is always the possibility of increasing residential rates less than others and still producing substantial additional revenues.

To repeat in conclusion what has been said earlier, the emphasis in all considerations regarding tariffs and financing of electric power should be on plentiful electric power rather than cheap power. The saying is quite true that for any economy the most expensive electric power is the power which it does not have.